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A history of controlA history of control

Wireless control

[Baillieul & Antsaklis, 2007]

Today’s wireless control systems
Home automation Transportation networksHome automationIndustrial automation

Home
Network

Surveillance

M i h bi iMarine habitat mapping

Environmental monitoring

Economist



Control over wireless networksControl over wireless networks

How to control a plant when sensor, actuator andp ,
controller nodes are wireless network devices?

Wireless communication links

Sensors Controllers Actuators

PlantPlant

Networked control architecturesNetworked control architectures
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Example: Froth flotation process

• Froth flotation process concentrates
the metal bearing mineral in the ore

Minerals

OreOre

Waste

Wireless control of flotation process

• Level and flow sensors are used for regulating

p

flotation process using SISO PID control

• Wireless sensors enable more flexible control strategies
and lower costs for maintenance and upgrades

Minerals
Controller

Ore

Waste



SAP           
OPC-UA ClientWireless control demonstration integrating

Web
services

Siemans

Wireless control demonstration integrating
ABB Siemens SAP systems 17 18 Jun 2008

Gateway:
OPC-UA Server

Supervisory
control

ABB 800xA 
OPC-UA Server

Tank  
Process Real time

control

Se
nsoP

Blackfin

rsu
m
p

Froth flotation process demo at Boliden in Aug 2009

Experimental setup for demo on
t l lti h t kcontrol over multi hop network

Physical Process 2Physical Process 1

Hop Node
Control Signals

Control SignalsMeasurements
Measurements

Meta NodeMeta NodeController



Effect of packet loss

Poor
performance

PACKET LOSS = 14% PACKET LOSS = 45%
Noisy
Control
Signal

5 m 10 m 15 m 16 m

Sensor-controller distance 

Effect of radio interferenceEffect of radio interference
Interference from multiple motes transmitting and receiving 
simultaneously to tank processes 1 and 2simultaneously to tank processes 1 and 2

Packet loss = 45%, Sampling time = 1 s

Tank Process 1 Tank Process 2



A communication or a control problem?A communication or a control problem?

Approaches to control over wireless networks:

1. Communication protocol suitable for control

2. Control application that compensates for
Control

Application

communication imperfections

3. Integrated design of control application and MAC

NET

PHYcommunication layers PHY

Plant SensorActuator

Wireless network

Controller

WirelessHART
Wireless networking protocol standard (2007)
designed for sensing and control applications

10 ms TDMA and CSMA time slots
Periodic superframes of N slots



Wireless channels may deteriorate control performance

Packet reception rate
vs Distance Mean bit error rate Packet loss rate

Zuniga & Krishnamachari, SECON, 2004
40 m 4 h 4 h

Willig et al., IEEE Trans. Ind. Electron., 49, 6, 2002

Transport

Application

Zuniga & Krishnamachari, SECON, 2004 Willig et al., IEEE Trans. Ind. Electron., 49, 6, 2002

Packet reception rate Large variations in
• Connectivity

B d k d l

Datalink

Network

p
• Bit and packet delivery
• End-to-end delivery

Physical

Datalink

Park et al., KTH, 2007
4 min

How trade off network resources and control performance?How trade off network resources and control performance?

How move intelligence from central units to local devices?

S C ll Actuators

How move intelligence from central units to local devices?

Sensors Controllers Actuators

Plant



A fundamental challenge in
i l t lwireless control

A traditional conflict between
• time-driven, synchronous, sampled data control engineering
and
• event-driven, asynchronous, ad hoc wireless networking

A new architecture
for wireless control

Plant SensorActuator

Control
Generator

Event
Detector

Wireless network

Rabi and J., WICON, 2008
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Architecture for event based controlArchitecture for event based control

Plant SensorActuator

Control
Generator

Event
Detector

Wireless network

Åström, 2007, Rabi and J., WICON, 2008

When to transmit?

• Medium access control like mechanism at sensor
– E.g., threshold crossing

Plant SensorActuator

How to control?

Control
Generator

Wireless network

Event
Detector

How to control?

• Execute control law over fixed control alphabet
– E.g., piecewise constant controls, impulse control

Rabi et al., 2008



Example: Fixed threshold with
impulse controlimpulse control

• Event detector implemented as fixed
level threshold at sensor

Plant SensorActuator

yu

• Event based impulse control better
than periodic impulse control

Control
Generator

Wireless network

Event
Detector

Åström & Bernhardsson, IFAC, 1999
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Design of
control generator and event detector

1. Impulse

2. Zero order hold

1. Fixed threshold

2. Adaptive sampling

3. Higher order hold

Plant SensorActuator

Control
Generator

Wireless network

Event
Detector

Plant model and control costPlant model and control cost

PlantPlant

v is a Wiener process:v is a Wiener process:

Cost function

Discussion later on how to treat general dynamics, sensor noise etc



Periodic impulse controlPeriodic impulse control

Impulse applied at eventsImpulse applied at events

Periodic reset of state every eventPeriodic reset of state every event.

State grows linearly as

between sample instances, because

Average variance over sampling period is so theAverage variance over sampling period is so the
cost is

Åström, 2007

Periodic ZoH control

Traditional sampled data control theory gives that

Periodic ZoH control

Traditional sampled data control theory gives that

is minimized for the sampled system

with

derived from

The minimum gives the cost

Åström, 2007



Event based impulse control
with fixed threshold

Suppose an event is generated wheneverpp g

generating impulse control

One can show that the average time

between two events is

and that the pdf of is triangular:and that the pdf of is triangular:

The cost isThe cost is

Åström, 2007

ComparisonComparison

Åström, 2007



Event based ZoH control
with adaptive sampling

Plant

Control
Generator

SensorActuator

Event
DetectorGenerator

Wireless network

Detector

Rabi et al., 2008



Controlled Brownian motion
with one sampling event

A joint optimal control and optimal stopping problem

Rabi et al., 2008

Envelope defines optimal level detector



Optimal level detectorOptimal level detector
Plant SensorActuator

Dynamic level detector

Controller
Level

Detector

Wireless network

Proof







Optimal level detectorOptimal level detector
Plant SensorActuator

Dynamic level detector

Controller
Level

Detector

Wireless network

Five co located conferences: RTAS, IPSN, HSCC, CPSC, LCTES
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Multiple control loopsMultiple control loops

• N control loops sharing the same wireless networkp g

• Time Division Multiple Access or contention based medium
accessaccess

10 ms TDMA and CSMA time slots
Periodic superframe of N slots

Rabi and J., 2009



System model and performance measuresSystem model and performance measures

Plant

Sampling events

Impulse control

Average sampling rate

Average cost

Periodic sampling of multiple loops

Sampling events

Periodic sampling of multiple loops

Sampling events

Slot length L givesSlot length L gives

Average sampling rate 

Average cost

Periodic superframe of N slots



Level triggered control
Ordered set of levels

Multiple levels needed because we allow packet loss

Level triggered control

Multiple levels needed because we allow packet loss

Lebesgue samplingLebesgue sampling

Level triggered control
For Brownian motion, equidistant sampling is optimal

Level triggered control

First exit time

Average sampling rate 

Average cost



Comparison between periodic and event based control

gives equal average sampling rate for periodic control andgives equal average sampling rate for periodic control and
event based control

Event based impulse control is 3 times better than periodic
impulse control

What about the influence of communication losses?What about the influence of communication losses?
When is event based better and vice versa?

Influence of communication lossesInfluence of communication losses

Times when packets are successfully receivedp y

Average rate of packet reception

Define the times between successful packet receptions

Average cost

Rabi and J., 2009



IID lossesIID losses

Propositionp

Suppose packet losses are IID. Then,

Remark

Event based control is better than period control under IID losses if

So if the loss probability

then traditional periodically sampled control is preferable.
Rabi and J., 2009

Losses depending on the other loops
Suppose the loss processes across the different loops are

independent so that the sample streams of the other sensors

Losses depending on the other loops

independent, so that the sample streams of the other sensors
only matter through their average behaviour (cf., Poisson
arrivals see time averages, PASTA)

The likelihood that a sample generated in one loop faces at least
one competing transmission is thenone competing transmission is then



Losses depending on the other loops
Average cost

Losses depending on the other loops

gives trade-off between control performance and network 
resources
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Proportion Integral Derivative
l

Plant SensorActuator

control
Controller

How extend PID control to event based control?

Event detector for PID control

Rabi and J., WICON, 2008



Control generator for PID controlControl generator for PID control

Control alphabet consists of three symbols,
which are activated depending on the event

Rabi and J., WICON, 2008

Example: Integral control
Disturbance

Example: Integral control

Communicate only when integral error triggers events
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What was not covered?What was not covered?

• Observations with sensor noiseObservations with sensor noise

• Linear and nonlinear plant dynamics
Ad ti li b d li it ti– Adaptive sampling based on policy iterations

• Deterministic setting: Lyapunov stability etc
– See Reading recommendations

• Event based estimation
– Similarities with impulse control Plant Sensor

Event
Observer

Wireless network

Event
Detector



Conclusions
• Wide range of emerging wireless control applications

• Event based control to support asynchronous networking• Event based control to support asynchronous networking

– “If it ain’t broken, don’t fix it” [Åström]

E t b d t l hit t ll t k d t• Event based control architecture allows network nodes to
take local decisions

• Event detector and control generator choice leads to• Event detector and control generator choice leads to
interesting theoretical problems

Plant SensorActuator

Control
Generator

Event
Detector

http://www.ee.kth.se/~kallej

Wireless network

Reading recommendationsReading recommendations
Lectures are mainly based on the following material:

• K. J. Åström and B. Bernhardsson, “Comparison of periodic and event based sampling for
fi t d t h ti t ” IFAC W ld C 1999first order stochastic systems”, IFAC World Congress, 1999.

• K. J. Åström and B. Bernhardsson, “Comparison of Riemann and Lebesgue sampling for first
order stochastic systems”, IEEE CDC, 2002.

• M. Rabi, “Packet based Inference and Control”, PhD thesis, University of Maryland, 2006

• K. J. Åström, “Event based control”, In Analysis and Design of Nonlinear Control Systems: In
Honor of Alberto Isidori. Springer Verlag. 2007.

• T. Henningsson, “Event Based Control and Estimation with Stochastic Disturbances”, Lic
Thesis Lund University 2008Thesis, Lund University, 2008.

• M. Rabi and K. H. Johansson, “Event triggered strategies for industrial control over wireless
networks”, WICON, 2008.

• M. Rabi, K. H. Johansson, and M. Johansson, “Optimal stopping for event triggered sensing
and actuation”, IEEE CDC, 2008.

• M. Rabi and K. H. Johansson, “Optimal stopping for updating controls”, International
Workshop on Sequential Methods, 2009.

• M. Rabi and K. H. Johansson, “Scheduling packets for event triggered control”, ECC, 2009., g p gg , ,



Reading recommendationsReading recommendations
Stochastic control and optimal stopping:

• Bernt K. Øksendal. Stochastic Differential Equations: An Introduction with Applications.
B li S i 2003Berlin: Springer, 2003

• Karl Johan Åström, Introduction to Stochastic Control Theory, Dover, New York, 2006. Reprint.
Originally published by Academic Press 1970

• Harold J. Kushner, On the optimum timing of observations for linear control systems with
unknown initial state, IEEE Trans. Automatic Control, AC 9 (1964), pp. 144–150.

• Goran Peskir and Albert Shiryaev, Optimal stopping and free boundary problems, Lectures in
Mathematics ETH Z¨urich, Birkh¨auser Verlag, Basel, 2006.

Related recent work but in deterministic settings:

• Dimos Dimarogonas, MIT; Maurice Heemels, TUE ; Michael Lemmon, UND; Paulo Tabuada,
UCLA; etc.


